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yuzuki yukari (()()) is a vocal synth character developed by vocalomakets and distributed by ah-software
co. ltd.. she was initially released in december 2011 for the voiceroid+ and vocaloid3 engines. in march

2015, she was updated to the vocaloid4 engine and was given two additional voicebanks. [1] in june
2017, her voiceroid voicebank was upgraded to the voiceroid2 engine. in late september 2020, she was

released for the voidol engine. [3] in january 2021, she received a cevio ai voicebank, and in october
2021, she was released for the a.i.voice engine. her age, weight, and height were supplied in plus vol.4.
[4] according to vocalomakets member, kagomep, she is a cup size a or b. [5] the team kept yukari the
focus for the first 7 years, only touching upon their next vocal on yukari's 5th anniversary. they focused

on growing the character and vocal in a variety of different ways. yuzuki yukari is a vocaloid4 with the v4
engine with a v3 vocal. she has two main modes: her default vocal mode which is the normal vocal

engine with a special 13 year old version of yukari, and her v4 vocal mode which adds the v4 engine to
yukari. [2] yuzuki yukari's default vocal engine is the v3 engine. it is the only v3 engine available for

voicebanks, although the v3 engine was never updated from the v3.14.0 update. her other vocal mode is
the v4 engine. in her v4 vocal mode, she uses the v4 vocal engine, and her new v4 voicebank included a

slightly different voicetone and made some modifications to her default vocal patterns. her v4 vocal
mode is only possible on the v4 engine and only available on v4 voicebanks. the v4 vocal engine and its

v4 voicebank are scheduled for release on february 28th, 2021. [3]
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in the future, we will be releasing a
vocaloid voicebank based on yuzuki
yukari. the vocaloid will be based on

the 13 year old version of yuzuki,
and will be released at the same

time as yuzuki shizuku. yuzuki yukari
shizuku will be released together
with the vocaloid4 engine. [20]

yuzuki yukari will be released at the
same time as yuzuki shizuku and will

be bundled together with yuzuki
shizuku for the final release. yuzuki

yukari is one of the few female
vocaloids, who can be considered as

one of the most popular female
vocaloids. she is a very expressive

voice, and can be requested to
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perform different songs. her
performances are extremely well-
written and show off her singing
capabilities very well. the overall

performance of yukari is great, her
vocals are well-written and her

image is very appealing, but she can
be a little clumsy at times. her

performance on live streams can be
somewhat of a problem in that she

can often be too loud, and if her
microphone is not in the right place
it can be very hard for her to hear
what people are saying. her mic

placement can sometimes be a little
awkward, and she can tend to speak

with a more masculine voice than
most vocaloids. yuzuki yukari has a
great amount of potential, and can
be quite versatile as a voice. her
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voice is quite attractive, with
excellent articulation and a wide

range of emotion. she can produce a
variety of different tones and ranges

from a friendly, soft voice to an
intense, loud voice, and can go

anywhere from singing to shouting.
yuzuki yukari can perform several

different songs such as popular
songs like bumpkin's "cherry fly", or
more upbeat songs like "aisha and

the sound of music". her
performance on live streams is one
of her strongest points, and she is

very easy to request as a streaming
voice. her vocals can be quite

impressive, and she has the ability
to control her volume quite well.
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